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Background: Angel On is a young successful business woman who has made a name for herself 
in the financial world. However, on the side, she also runs a popular food Instagram account. As 
such, she explores the food scene everywhere she travels to, gets offered free meals, and takes 
aesthetic photos.  
 
Setting: This interview was conducted on August 4th on the campus of Rice University. Ms. On 
discussed her childhood growing up in Vietnam, her career as an asset analyst, and her hobbies 
such as managing a popular Instagram food account. This interview lasted about fifty minutes in 
total. 
 
Key: 
AN: Angel On 
MT: Mai Ton 
TH: Tian-Tian He 
—: speech cuts off; abrupt stop 
…: speech trails off, pause 
Italics: emphasis 
[Brackets]: Actions [laughs, sighs, etc.] 
(?): Unclear word or phrase 
 
Transcript:  

MT: Alright, so we are interviewing Angel On for the HAAA archive. Today is August 4th. Um 
2019. My name is Mai Ton and this is- 
 
TH: Tian Tian He 
 
MT: And it is 10:17 right now, AM and we are going to start.  
 
TH: Ok 
 
MT: Um so first off can you just tell us a little bit about your early childhood, when and where 
you were born? 
 
AO: Ok yes, I was born in Vietnam, and um we migrated over to the US in 2006. I believe I was 
11 and I guess coming over here was very difficult trying to adapt to the US environment and 
especially learning English. It was very hard. 
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MT: I see. Um So what was it like growing up in Vietnam? What was the community, 
neighborhood like? 
 
AO: Um everybody was very friendly. We lived together like a family. Um we you know, it's 
not like over here where, you know, you're in your own home. Over there, its more of like people 
usually comi- like come over to your house and you know you just talk, sit, chill, eat together 
sometimes. And it was re- it was really fun. 
 
MT: I see. So how many people were in your family? 
 
AO: Um it’s, it’s me, my younger sister, my mom and my dad. 
 
MT: Mhmm and you guys all lived together in Vietnam? 
 
AO: Yes. 
 
MT: I see. Were you close with the people in your neighborhood? 
 
AO: Yeah, we were very close. We were like a big family. 
 
MT: I see. Um and where were your parents from? 
 
AO: Um my dad is from China and my mom is from Vietnam. 
 
MT: I see. How did- How did they meet? Like your dad comi- 
 
AO: I think my dad, my- this is the story that I was told. Um so my dad was born in China and 
um his family migrated over to um Vietnam [MT: Mhm] and my mom and dad met through 
some friends [MT: Mmm] so whenever they hang out so they met through their friends.  
 
MT: Mhmm I see. Um and what did your parents do in Vietnam? 
 
AO: Umm my mom and dad they they’re more--they’re more of investors so they just invest in 
real estate most of the time.  
 
MT: Mmm, I see. Um, what part of Vietnam did you live in? 
 
AO: In um, Saigon, the south. 
 
MT: Ahh. 
 
AO: Ho Chi Minh City. 
 
MT: Mhmm did you live in like, like strictly the city, like the middle of the city? 
 
AO: Yeah, strictly the city. 
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MT: Ahh I see. Um so when you were growing up, your parents, how did they raise you in 
Vietnam? Did they have any expectations for you?  
 
AO: Yeah mostly um so in Vietnam, the the school system is very strict. So for even you know 
like first grade second grade, um, you're literally studying like you're in college. So I would 
remember having to stay up til 2AM [MT: Woahh] you know just to study for an exam so--   
 
MT: Wait, how old were you? 
 
AO: Like first, second grade. 
 
MT: Woww. 
 
AO: So I would remember before like starting first grade I would already know how to read and 
write.  
 
MT: Woah. 
 
AO: Yeah. Cause they're just so strict. And then I would remember coming home with like, an 
80 and I would get punished for getting an 80.  
 
MT: Wow, so you think it is a lot more strict than in America? 
 
AO: Oh yeah, most definitely, and I feel like it's gotten really, its gotten even more strict over 
there now. [MT: Woah.] Yeah, I would remember going to school, I was really small you know, 
like carrying a backpack with so much books in there and it was just crazy. It was crazy and I 
would remember we don't even have time to, you know, hang out with friends or anything like 
that [MT: Mhm]. So we have school from I would say 6 to probably 12 [MT: Mhm] and then 
after that you know we'll go home, nap a little bit and then we'll have to go to school again. And 
then it's just crazy, I remember. 
 
MT: So when you did have free time in Vietnam, what did you normally do?  
 
AO: Um usually we would just you know cause our community is really small so we would just 
hang out with friends [MT: Mhm] you know like run around, play with like the other kids in the 
neighborhood. That's pretty much it. 
 
MT: I mean that still sounds fun. Um so at home, did your parents cook food? [AO: Yeah] So 
what kind of foods did they normally cook? 
 
AO: Umm my dad usually he cooks all kinds of food. So what I remember most would be, I 
don't know what this is called, but it's it's this chicken but it's like like that blackened chicken 
like with soup and like all that herbs in there I don't know what it's called. 
 
MT: Do you know the Vietnamese name for it?  
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AO: No [laughs] 
 
MT: Umm did you also live with your grandparents? 
 
AO: Yes, I do. My grandparents and my aunts and uncles. 
 
MT: Uh, in Vietnam too? 
 
AO: Yes 
 
MT: Do you have any like specific memories with your big family or anything? 
 
AO: I mean I would say like we would take trips every now and then every summer vacation. 
We usually get only like a month [MT: Mhm] of summer vacation and we would go to the beach 
[MT: Mmm] as a big family. And then some of my aunts from the US then would come back 
and you know we would go eat buffet and it was the big deal back then. 
 
MT: Sounds fun. Um so what were your- some of your responsibilities as a child? Did your 
parents like make you partake in the cooking? Or help take care of your grandparents or- 
 
AO: Oh not really because I—back then I was the only child [MT: Ohh] so I was very spoiled. 
[laughs] 
 
MT: Um so and when you were growing up, did your parents have like, did they take you to 
church or temple or push religion? 
 
AO: Um yeah, we go to temple a lot. So usually we—well I would say my parents aren't that 
religious but growing up, I—I’m—I feel like I'm pretty religious so I do believe in Buddhism 
and you know meditating and I guess being a vegetarian like once or twice a month [laughs]. An 
chay.  
 
MT: Yup. Um so do you have any like memorable traditions that you remember practicing like 
as part of Buddhism or like um for like ancestral rites or- 
 
AO: Um usually mostly would be like Tet, the Chinese New Year. So I would remember staying 
up super late going to temples [MT: Mhm] you know for like a whole week. It was really fun. 
You know, you getting that li xi, the red envelope [MT: Mhm]. Yeah, that was my favorite part. 
 
MT: Do you think, do you think that Chinese New Year in Vietnam was different to how it is 
celebrated here? 
 
AO: Oh yeah, totally. Um the Chinese New Year in Vietnam, I guess it's a lot bigger than it is 
over here [MT: Mhm]. Over here, it's more of just you know one day you go to the temple and 
you go home [MT: Mhm] and you just go to work the next day [MT: Mhm]. You know, but 
over in Vietnam, I guess starting from even the start to finish, it was it was very different. It 
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was—I guess the way they're doing it, it's just really like its really big [MT: Mhm] so there's a 
lot of stuff that for Chinese New Year you can't do like oh you can't be sad for Chinese New 
Year. You can't cry during Chinese New Year. Or if somebody, I guess if like their Chinese 
zodiac sign, if it—if it doesn't fit with yours, they shouldn't walk into your house like the first 
day of New Year’s [MT: Woww] Yeah! It's crazy. 
 
MT: So where in Vietnam, when it was Chinese New Year what did you typically do with your 
family? 
 
AO: Um we usually, um usually I guess like Chinese New Year's eve, we would stay home and 
doing all that like I don't know what it's called, like cung. [MT: Oh] Yeah. At home with family 
eating and like when it hits 12, then we go to the temple. And then like the first, second, and 
third day, we would visit family for Chinese New Year and that's pretty much it and just have 
family dinner, family lunch. It's—it’s pretty much just family gathering. [MT: Nice] Mhm. 
 
MT: I see did you go to any like festivals? Like the, at the churches, stuff like that? I mean 
temples. 
 
AO: Mmm the temples? I don't think I really remember much [MT: Ah, I see.] but usually 
whenever there’s like um I guess like um the middle of the month of something then we would 
just go to the temple. And I would remember there's--there’s a lot of people. There was just a lot 
of people there. So I don't think there’s really any kind of festival, it was more of just people 
visiting.  
 
MT: Mmm, I see. Um so moving on to your school life, so in Vietnam, was there like any 
particular subjects that you liked or yeah... 
 
AO: Um, I would say I liked like computer because like you know back then we—we didn't 
really have like computer like these you know nowadays [MT: Mhm] so I guess learning how to 
type and all that. It was very interesting back then as a kid. Yeah cause you know you get to go 
on the computer try to learn new things rather than just you know having to you know stay in 
class and just have to write all day.  
 
MT: Mm that makes sense. Um did you already have like something that you wanted to be when 
you were in school back in Vietnam? 
 
AO: Yeah, I remember um I was a little kid not knowing what a CEO is [MT: laughs] but I kept 
telling my family yeah I want to be a CEO and they were like do you know what that means 
[laughs]? Yeah I'm like I don't think so but I want to be a CEO.  
 
MT: You gotta dream big. 
 
AO: Yup. [laughs] Yeah. 
 
MT: Mm did you have any like influential teachers when you were back in Vietnam? 
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AO: Um not a teacher but I would say my aunt. My youngest aunt she's the one that usually tutor 
me when I was younger and she works as a um um a marketing analyst for Forever 21 in 
Vietnam. 
 
MT: Oh wow!  
 
AO: Yeah so yeah she's the one that actually taught me everything um I guess whenever I come 
home from school and if I don't understand anything or any kind of homework [MT: Mhm], then 
she would be the one teaching me. Even English too because she speaks English.  
 
MT: Wow! She didn't come over to America with you? 
 
AO: No. 
 
MT: I see. Um, so can you describe some of like your closest friends in school? 
 
AO: In Vietnam? [MT: Yeah] Um I would say we grew up together um we all grew up together 
I guess we started hanging out or we were friends when we were like really young. I would say 
around three or four or five and we are still friends now. So we're—we’re—we’re really good 
friends and every now and then whenever I go back to Vietnam we would travel together. 
 
MT: That sounds fun. [AO: Yeah] That's good. That's good that you keep up with them. [AO: 
Yeah.] Tian-Tian do you have any questions? 
 
TH: Um no. 
 
MT: Okay. Um, so moving on to your immigration to Houston, so like can you tell us a little bit 
about your journey to America and like why you immigrated? 
 
AO: So we a- well I was the only child so whenever my family did paperwork for us to come 
over here, it was only me, my mom, and my dad. So then my sister kind of came along a little bit 
before we um got the paperwork to come over here so she had to stay back for I think like a 
week or two to get her passport done and then that's when we come over. But the journey over 
here, coming over here was really hard because my dad got in an accident [MT: Mhm] and like 
right before we were about to come over here and I guess he had surgery. They- he—he kind of 
lost like part of his leg, so we didn't know if he was gonna make it so um whenever we got the 
paperwork to come over here, um me and my mom had to come over here before anything would 
[MT: Wow] have happened to my dad yeah [MT: woah] yeah but thank god he made it through 
and then you know my dad and my sister came over after. Yeah. 
 
MT: What kind of, what kind of accident was it? 
 
AO: Um I don't know what was it that he had. Um it was it was—it wasn't like a—like a 
collision accident or anything like that. It was more of like he hit his his foot somewhere and he 
[MT: Wow] um I guess his vein or something. Usually whenever we um got hurt um it would 
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heal right away but I guess his vein popped or something [MT: Wow] and he was bleeding 
internally and it kind of like ate all the way up to his knee. Yeah. 
 
MT: Wow, that must have been so scary. 
 
AO: Yeah, it was really scary.  
 
MT: Um so when you immigrated, what were your, did you like, um what, how were you 
feeling like with your dad and like all the people you'd have to say goodbye to? 
 
AO: It was really sad honestly, but um I guess you know we just kind of had to move over here 
for my future and my sister's future. Cause going to school over in Vietnam, it was- it's good that 
you're learning a lot but I just feel like learning over there is not where you're actually 
understanding the material. It's more of like you have to memorize everything. [MT: Mmm I see, 
I see.] Yeah. 
 
MT: I see um so did you, were you happy to be able to move to America at first? How did you 
react to the news? 
 
AO: At first, um I guess to the new environment, it was still very new to me, so I was very 
scared and afraid but um I guess it was um it gotten a lot better when my dad moved over so 
whenever you know our family is a whole again. So it was I guess it'd gotten a lot better then.  
 
MT: I see so, how did you expect America to be before you moved over? 
 
AO: Mm honestly, I would- cause I was really young, so I would expect America to be kind of 
like Vietnam you know [MT: laughs] where you go out and you see you know everybody but no. 
Like you--I'm over here, I walk down I'm like oh my god like, I can only hear like the airplane 
whenever it flew by or just the air itself.  
 
MT: There's no sound of motorbikes. [laughs] 
 
AO: Oh my god. I was I was so bored [MT: laughs] because there was no internet then. And I—
thank god I had my—my little niece. So you know, at least we had each other to hang out with.  
 
MT: I see um so was it hard for um when you came to school, what were some of the challenges 
that you faced? 
 
AO: Um some of the challenges was um I didn't speak English so needing something like let's 
say if I needed to, if my stomach was hurting I I I don't know what to say. Or if I needed to use 
the restroom, I I don't know what to say. Or especially during lunch so I would remember I’m 
going to lunch and I'm just like. Oh my god, like what is all this? [MT: laughs] What is this line 
for? Or do I have to pay for this? I—I didn't have money or any cash on me cause you know I 
guess my parents were thinking like the school would feed you but--  
 
MT: Did they not have official lunch in Vietnam during school? 
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AO: No because usually we only ha—um we only go to school from 6 to 12 so we would go 
home for lunch [MT: Ah I see] or if you had school from I guess like 1 to 5 then you would eat 
lunch and then go to school. [MT: I see] It's not a whole day like over here. 
 
MT: So yeah, I see now. Did your family also have trouble adjusting to American culture? 
 
AO: Yeah, it wa—it was I guess it was kind of hard for them but um it's because we have family 
over here and they were showing my fa—my my parents the ropes and the way to live over here 
it was—it was—they they adapted to it pretty quickly. 
 
MT: That's good. [AO: Mhm] Um so how did you manage to like study for English with, study 
English and then also keep up with your schoolwork? 
 
AO: Um it was I think I kind of had it easy because within my family we do have some people 
that doesn’t really speak the language like Vietnamese, or even Chinese, so it was all English. So 
I would, I remember I would hang out with my cousin a lot and all she spoke was English. So I 
kind of had to adapt to her. So, I remember I was able to learn English, understanding it within 
six months, it was really quick. 
 
MT: That's good. Um when you were learning and then adjusting to American culture, did you 
have, did you find it um a little bit difficult to also keep your Vietnamese traditions as well? 
 
AO: Not really, [MT: That’s good.] um because we do speak Vietnamese at home. Um, my 
family is also Chinese. So um I'm exposed to, you know, I guess like both the language 
Vietnamese and Chinese already so I feel like that's the reason why it was easier for me to learn 
English. Because I was, you know, bilingual before.  
 
MT: Mhm. Um so when you lived over here, did your parents also like cook Vietnamese um 
food? [AO: Yeah] And also keep up with traditions? 
 
AO: Yeah, my dad well my dad, my dad's the one that usually cooks um because he likes to 
cook. So he would cook Chinese food and Vietnamese food all at the same time.  
 
MT: Um I see, um so do you think his cooking changed when he came over to the US? 
 
AO: I think it's the same, I mean, it—it changed a little bit. It's because of the ingredients. So we 
don't really have as much ingredients over here than it is in Vietnam. The ingredients over in 
Vietnam, it's more fresh [MT: Mhm] so it changed a little bit because of the ingredients. 
 
MT: Mmm I see um so uh uh about your schooling, uh where did you go to school in Houston? 
 
AO: Um when I first came over, I went to Bulderwick Intermediate, I'm not sure if you guys 
have heard of that? [MT: No] Yeah, it's—it’s off of I think um Richmond and Dairy Ashford. 
[MT: Mhm] Yeah. 
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MT: I see um so what were your peers like in school? Your friends... 
 
AO: They were very friendly. So, I would remember they um helped me a lot. They helped me a 
lot through school, trying to like teach me the language and I remember having some Vietnamese 
friends, so they were able to help me translate [MT: I see] also. 
 
MT: Do you still keep up with them? 
 
AO: Yeah, yeah. 
 
MT: That's good. Um and what did your, when your parents came over to America, what did 
they um do? Occupation wise. 
 
AO: Um, since my dad was handicapped so he couldn't really do anything, so my mom um cause 
my family had a nail shop, um so my mom would work with the family. 
 
MT: Ah I see, I see um so did she find it hard trying to cater to American customers especially 
in another language? 
 
AO: Yeah, it was hard for her but it’s because you know it was a family owned business so it's 
easier um to where she doesn't really have to really go out of her comfort zone to try to [MT: 
Mhm], you know, cater to somebody because let's say if she doesn't understand something, then 
my family [MT: Mhm] would be there to help. 
 
MT: Does she still do nails today? 
 
AO: Yeah [laughs] yeah. 
 
MT: Um so um when did you first become conscious of your race when you were in America? 
 
AO: I don't think I was really ever like conscious of my race. I'm proud to be Asian. I'm proud to 
be Vietnamese and Chinese [MT: Mhm] so um I just feel like as I grow older, I'm more in tune 
with my race. [MT: Mhm] So as in like, before when I first came over, you know being a little 
kid, you like to eat all these you know hamburgers, French fries, but—but I noticed that as I 
grow older, I prefer Vietnamese food [MT: Mhm] or Chinese food, over American. 
 
MT: That’s good. 
 
TH: So when did that change for you? 
 
AO: What? 
 
TH: When did that change? 
 
AO: When did what change? 
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TH: Like when—when did you start preferring Vietnamese food? 
 
AO: Um, I feel like, when I start college, yeah. 
 
MT: Mmmm you start missing it.  
 
AO: Yeah I start missing it. I'm just like oh my god like I'm sitting in class. My friends would 
bring like hamburgers in or whatever. It's—it’s quick food, you know and it's not as messy so we 
would eat and I was just like man, I'm not, I'm not feeling it. [laughs]  
 
MT: I get that. Sometimes you're in class and you're like oh man, I just want a bowl of pho right 
now. [laughs] 
 
AO: Yeah yeah or like I'm eating um burger. I'm just like oh my god, ramen sounds so good 
right now. [laughs] 
 
MT: Ah ok, so um moving on to your higher education and career, so how did you come to 
decide to be a finance major? 
 
AO: Um well at first I was going, I was planning on going into accounting, but I just feel like 
accounting, not trying to you know, talk bad about accounting, but I just feel like accounting is a 
bit boring to me because I just feel like you're behind the desk you know doing like literally like 
what is it like quickbook all the time. Um so I feel like finance is more of like you get to speak to 
other people. You get to get to know more people. It's more of a like a consulting job. You speak 
to clients, um and also with finance I feel like it's more broad where you can do anything you 
want so you can go into real estate if you want, um, since my family has a real estate background 
so I feel like going into finance would be you know best for me since I have people to to help me 
out too.  
 
MT: Um does, does your family keep up the real estate in America? 
 
AO: Um, in America, no. We still have real estate in Vietnam.  
 
MT: I see. Um so can you describe your career path? Like during college  like what you did to 
um get your foot started and then after that too. 
 
AO: Okay, um so during college, um I would remember you know trying to keep my grades um 
you know at like A's and B's and um I was working like two, three jobs, and I was taking on 
internships. So um I would I remember talking to somebody because my first and second year, 
you know you don't really know what's going on and as I step into my third year, that's when 
people are like why haven't you gotten an internship yet because if you don't you're not going to 
find a job, [MT: Mhm] so that's when I was freaking out. I was like oh my god, okay I need to 
get an internship. So that's when I started to apply and I've done. Um, so I was an intern—I was a 
loan officer intern. Um, I was a sales rep at State farm. I was you know doing a lot of stuff 
during college just to kind of build my resume. So after, after I was done with college, I started 
working with um Meryl Lynch as a client associate helping, like so assisting the financial 
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advisors, and then after that um I got accepted, accepted into Virtus um as an asset analyst [MT: 
Mhm] which is where I am now.  
 
MT: I see. Um did you find it hard adjusting to work culture compared to like school culture? 
 
AO: Um I—I don't think so because um I started working right after um after high school so I 
was working I was working whi—while going to school so I think it wasn't hard to where I can't 
manage but I just feel like I was up for a challenge. So, I feel like if I were to like be more active 
in you know working and schooling, I—I wouldn't get so lazy. Yeah cause if I don't have 
anything to do, I would be really lazy. [laughs] 
 
MT: Um so how was it like working in the professional work places? 
 
AO: It's, honestly, it's—it’s hard because like let's say you mess up something you know like 
that's a big deal because the company can lose a lot of money. [MT: Mhm] So…especially 
finance. 
 
MT: Yeah [laughs] Um and do you ever envision changing your career path? 
 
AO: Um changing my career path, as in like be like to do something else? [MT: Mhm] I don't 
think so because I don't really have experience in anything else. I mean if I were to change my 
career path, I would just say you know just be an like um like a real estate agent [MT: Mhm]. 
That would be something I would change. But other than that, no. 
 
MT: You're really happy with your job right now. [AO: Yeah] [laughs] That’s good. Um, so uh 
Anne told us that you’re involved with the Art Institute in Houston? Can you describe how you 
are? 
 
AO: Um, so I um was invited to uh one of their events [MT: Mhm] I believe two three weeks 
ago. It was the Houston’s uh chef challenge [MT: Mmm]. So I was one of the judges [MT: 
Wow] for um the event. So what it was I think there was two teams, um, I think one team was 
from here and the other was from Taiwan. So they flew those chefs in and uh they competed for 
the gold medal um, it was—it was really fun um I tried a lot of food, it was very interesting. 
 
MT: Can you describe the event to us and how you came to be a judge? 
 
AO: Yeah um so Connie reached out to me I believe she is one of the students from that school 
[MT: Mhm]. So she reached out to me through my food page. [MT: Mhm] I have an Instagram 
food page um so she was a—she asked me if I wanted to be one of the judges because I think 
they needed a media judge, somebody [MT: Mhm] where um they can get more exposed to um 
you know social media. So I agreed to be a judge for them [MT: Mhm] and we um the event was 
I believe, it was—it was a whole day event [MT: Wow]. So uh, I think what happened was um 
we—uh the chefs started to prepare food and um I—it was me and another two judges. The other 
two judges were actual chefs [MT: Mhm]. So they needed uh two chefs and one non-chef judge. 
Um, so I guess the food came out and we just ta—mm we just took little bites here and there and 
just kind of give like a grade. Yeah. 
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MT: Wow. 
 
AO: It was, it was really fun. [MT: Sounds fun.] it was very interesting you know? 
 
MT: Um, what was the best dish you had there? 
 
AO: Um, I have a picture I just don’t remember the name [laughs]. 
 
MT: Um so um about your Instagram page, um how many follows—followers do you know, do 
you have? 
 
AO: Do I have? I—well we, I currently have seventeen, like, seventeen hundred? [MT: Wow] 
Cause we just started out um back in January, so it hasn’t been, like the the page is still really 
new. 
 
MT: Ah I see, is it just you managing that page or— 
 
AO: It’s—it’s me and um my boyfriend [MT: Ah I see] so he’s the one taking the photos, I’m 
the one posting you know, writing the the um captions and replying to people so, yeah. 
 
MT: So how do you find like new restaurants, the restaurants that you do go to? 
 
AO: Um usually I would go on Yelp [MT: Mhm] or I would get recommendations from friends 
[MT: Mhm] or sometimes if a restaurant just opened they usually invite us to their tastings [MT: 
Mmm] yeah, so we would, you know, promote for them before they open. 
 
MT: Oh so do you also get the meals for free? 
 
AO: Yeah [laughs]. 
 
MT: Woww that’s so nice. [laughs] Um, so how do you like manage to maintain such like 
regular high content? 
 
AO: Um well we back then um you know whenever we had time we would post constantly. 
[MT: Mhm] But I believe as you know, our page grew, um, we started talking to other 
restaurants [MT: Mhm] um where they want us to step in and manage their Instagram pages also. 
[MT: Wow] So we haven’t really had the chance to really work on our page because we’re 
working on other people’s page [MT: Mhm] yeah. 
 
MT: Wow, so what other restaurants do you manage? 
 
AO: Well, JTea of course [laughs] and uh I manage mostly um uh like milk tea places [MT: 
Mhm] and then we also manage um like crawfish shops also.  
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MT: Ohh I see, all the ones in like Bellaire and everything? [AO: Mhm, yeah] I see, must be so 
nice. 
 
AO: Yeah it’s—it’s really fun, I love it [laughs]. 
 
MT: Um so, what motivated you to start your food blog? 
 
AO: Um, honestly at first, um because my boyfriend bought a camera [MT: Mhm] and um we 
wanted to start our food page way before [MT: Mhm] like back in 2017, but um we we weren’t 
really serious so we were just taking pictures from our phone you know. Just trying to show 
people where we eat [MT: Mhm] and cause a lot—cause usually wherever I go eat, a lot of my 
friends comment “Hey where, where is this at?” So I’m just like let me just make a page for you 
guys. [MT: Wow] Yeah so um, he lost his phone and we lost all of our photos so we literally had 
to start all over [MT: Mhm], so that’s when he bought his camera so I’m like you know what? 
Let’s actually start this page [MT: Mhm], so we didn’t start until this year. 
 
MT: Wow, and it’s grown so fast! [laughs] 
 
AO: Yeah. 
 
TH: Are there any pages that inspired you? [MT: Mhm] 
 
AO: Yeah! I would say—I have a friend that’s in that’s also in the foodie community, her name 
is Catherine, @eatingwithcatherine. She has like I think thirteen-thousand followers [MT: Wow] 
yeah she started a long time ago, but I love her page [MT: Mhm] yeah. 
 
MT: Does she also do just like Houston areas? [AO: Mhm] Mmm, I see. 
 
AO: Mostly here in Houston, and you know sometimes when we travel we’ll branch out [MT: 
Mhm]. Just in case, um cause some people do travel to that same place so they’ll want food 
recommendations or restaurant recommendations so. [MT: Mhm] Uh I think it helps. 
 
MT: Mmm, is there a big food community? Foodie community? 

AO: In Houston? [MT: Mhm] Oh yeah, it’s really big. The foodie community—I feel like, um, a 
lot of people start, you know, working on their page or—um. I—I think it’s really fun you know, 
meeting new people. [MT: Mhm] Cause whenever we go to these tastings we get to meet other 
foodies too. [MT: Wow] Mhm. 

MT: So you guys have like meetups [AO: Yeah] and stuff like that? [AO: Yeah] Woww so cool. 
Um, so like when you like connect with them do they also give you recommendations?  

AO: Mhm. [MT: Wow] Yeah so um they give us recommendations on restaurants cause we all 
you know come from like different areas of Houston, [MT: Mhm] so for us, we’re down Bellaire. 
And then there’s other people whether their inside Cypress, Pearland, and there’s a lot of like 
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other places to eat around there too and, not a lot of people know about it because it’s so far. 
[MT: Mhm] Yeah. 

MT: Um so is there any like particular foods that you like? Like certain like nationalities of 
food? 

AO: I would say Japanese? [MT: Mhm] Like ramen is actually really good. [MT: Mmm I see] 
Yeah, I I feel like I’m starting to really like ramen [laughs] yeah. 

MT: So what would you say is the best ramen place in Houston? 

AO: Tiger Den. 

MT: Oh really? 

AO: Yeah [MT: Wow] that’s my favorite. [laughs] 

MT: Um, and be—besides like ramen food, just overall in general, what would you say is 
your—your favorite place to eat? 

AO: My favorite? Um, there’s this new Vietnamese—authentic Vietnamese restaurant that 
recently opened a few months—a few months back. Lam’s Kitchen? It’s, it’s down in um 
Chinatown [MT: Mhm], but it’s it’s Vietnamese food. [MT: Mhm] Mhm. 

TH: Are there any restaurants that you used to go to when you were younger and like you still go 
to now? 

AO: Um, I know there’s one, um but they’re—they’re not really there anymore. Um, I think it’s 
called—I can’t really remember the name. But I would remember having family dinner there a 
lot. [MT: Mhm] It’s off of Chinatown also, but it’s by the Kim Son Plaza. So, I don’t—I don’t I 
can’t remember the name [laughs]. 

MT: Um so, you sponsor like Jtea, but um do you try a bunch of boba places? 

AO: Oh yeah, so any boba places that’s open, that’s open I I would go and try it. 

MT: So you like, um, so what are the ones that you like know off the top of your head? 

AO: Um, the Bep is one, Jtea is another. Um I know, there’s this other one. I usually go to 
7Leaves too. 7Leaves um they recently opened um one down in Chinatown, so those are the 
three places that I go to a lot. 

MT: Mmm I see, is there anything you particularly look for in boba? 

AO: Um so, each bobas places have like their own like taste and ingredients. [MT: Mhm] Um so 
if I wanted something like really sweet, then I would go to Jtea. And if I wanted something 
where you can taste the tea, the tea is stronger then I would go to 7Leaves. [MT: Mhm] And if I 
wanted something I guess, like not too sweet, not too bland, then the Bep [laughs]. Yeah. 
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MT: A true boba connaisseur! [AO: Yep!] [laughs] Um so what would you say is your favorite 
boba flavor? 

AO: Boba Flavor? [MT: Uh huh] I’m very basic, so I would say just like the regular milk tea 
[laughs]. 

MT: I mean like that’s how you start comparing though [laughs]. 

AO: Yeah like I—if their if their regular milk tea is good, then I—I would try [MT: Mhm] like 
other stuff [MT: Mmm] yeah. If they can’t get the regular milk tea you just know… [laughs] 
[MT: No coming back] Yup! 

MT: Um, so on your Instagram page, we did look through it a little bit [laughs] [AO: Uh huh]. 
You—you seem to like travel a lot, is that like part of your work or is that like…? 

AO: No, that’s part of my hobby. [MT: Wow] Yeah so, um yeah we do travel a lot. Um, me and 
my boyfriend we try to travel at least once a year, [MT: Mmm], but it seems like we travel more 
than once a year [laughs] so, let’s—let’s just hope that um we can go to more places and try out 
food.  

MT: Um, where have you been that like you still remmeber like wh—where has been 
memorable for you? 

AO: I would say Greece [MT: Mmm] cause it’s—it’s very out of my comfort zone. Cause um 
cause usually whenever you know people travel they would think of Japan, Korea, anywhere in 
Asia. But Europe, um, and then going to Greece is very different too um I guess it’s cause the 
people over there don’t really speak English, so it was it was really hard you know 
communicating. But we went with his brother in law, his brother in law is Greek, so he has his 
place over there and all that um stuff. So, when we went over there, um, I loved that we would 
able to experience it as a local [MT: Mhm] yeah and instead of as a tourist. [MT: Wow that’s 
nice] Yeah. 

MT: Did you like Greek food? 

AO: Yeah, it was really good um we had I--their, you know how Viet—Vietnam has pho, so 
Greek has lamb. [MT: Ahh] So their lamb was really good, [laughs] yeah. 

MT: That’s so nice. Umm, and, so, um, back to your Instagram, would you consider yourself as 
an Instagram influencer? 

AO: Um, I would say yes and no [MT: Mhm] because we just started out, so I don’t think we’re 
you know so big with our page yet. But as far as um you know showing other people, cause I 
know there are some um Instagram pages that just started out and um they said that hey, we we 
love your page and we usually you know like they usually go through our page and just kind of 
see um what it like what content that we post [MT: Mhm] and wherever we go, so yeah. I would 
say yes and no. 

MT: Mmm, I see. Do you actively work to like increase your follower count? 
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AO: Mmm, yeah we do. So um for us to do that we usually post like constantly.  

MT: Mmm, I see. 

AO: Yeah, but it’s because we haven’t really so our Instagram followers are just kind of like at 
that number. [MT: Mhm] Yeah. 

MT: I see, do you like get paid a lot to like manage other people’s Instagrams? 

AO: Um, we get paid uh like a good amount um so we usually don’t charge people you know so 
much because we just started out and um the the places we usually manage, they’re more of like 
the smaller like um the smaller restaurants [MT: Mhm] so we know that you know they don’t 
really make that much you know like income, so we don’t charge them too much. 

MT: I see [AO: Mhm]. Um, so what kinds of—what kind of followers do you normally attract? 

AO: Um, I feel like we normally attract more of like the American people [MT: Mhm] because a 
lot of them wanted to try out you know like the Asian food [MT: Ah I see] and they wanna see 
the reviews and actual pictures. You know cause like usually people whenever they go eat, we 
don’t we don’t wanna read, you know [MT: Mhm]. We wanna see how the food actually looks 
like [MT: Mhm]. So that’s, I feel like our Instagram actually help you know those people. 

MT: I see [AO: Mhm]. Do you interact with them a lot? 

AO: Mhm! Yeah, so sometimes they would message me “Hey, where-where is this?” or “Hey, 
where do you recommend us you know to go eat if we want this certain kind of food?” [MT: 
Mhm] Yeah. 

MT: So, how do you manage to balance your time with work and also maintaining your uh 
social media presence? 

AO: So usually, um, I like for me posting um, I usually post during lunch and whenever we take 
photos we would either go after work or during the weekend or I get um I get to work from home 
like one day of the week. So during lunch I’ll go take photos [MT: Mhm] and um we just edit 
after or we would um like I would say like write out whatever we need to post for the next day. 

MT: Mmm, I see. So did you like use a lot of like the Instagram managing apps? Like where like 
they set up a schedule for you? 

AO: No cause Instagram won’t let you do that. That’s like automatic so if—if you do that, 
they’re they’re gonna block your page [laughs]. 

MT: Um so, outside of like—like your Instagram, do you also cook yourself? 

AO: Yes, [MT: Wow] I do. [laughs] 

MT: What kinds of food do you cook? 
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AO: Um, I normally cook Vietnamese food. [MT: Mhm] Um, I I’m I love to eat soup [MT: 
Mhm] so I can I honestly I can make a soup and rice and I’ll just, I can just eat that. I don’t have 
to like make anything else [MT: Mhm] yeah. [laughs] 

MT: Um, and do you ever post you’re the food that you make on your Instagram page? 

AO: Not really. [laughs] I don’t I don’t like to review myself cause you know what if it’s not 
good or it, cause usually whenever I make food, um the presentation isn’t so good you know 
[MT: Mhm], but it tastes good…or okay. Yeah. 

MT: Where did you learn to cook from? 

AO: Um my dad. [MT: Ah I see] Yeah I learned to cook from my dad. Or, um if I wanted to 
make something you know like out of the Asian food, then I would just go on YouTube. [MT: 
Ah I see] Mhm. 

MT: Um, so uh do you ever go back to visit Vietnam? 

AO: Yeah, um we try to go every year. [MT: Mhm] So, but we’re actually going this year too, in 
December. [MT: Mmm I see] Yeah. 

MT: Um, do you think the food back in Vietnam is a lot different when you go, whenever you 
go back? 

AO: Oh um, in Vietnam, yes. [MT: Mhm] I feel like as you know as the year pass, um, the 
food’s gotten more, how do I say it, um innovative? [MT: Mhm] Or—or more like creative. 
[MT: Mhm] They they’ve gotten very creative with their food. 

MT: Like how so? 

AO: Um, so like for the snacks, um you know how like those rice paper? [MT: Mhm] I have 
never had anybody fry those. Yeah, I’ve I’ve never seen anyone fry those rice papers. [MT: 
Mhm] So I actually tried it, it’s it’s very different. It’s it’s just very different. 

MT: Did you—did you still like it though? 

AO: Yeah, I still like it! I still like it. 

MT: Um, so when you go back, do you think like Vietnam has changed a lot since you left? 

AO: Oh yeah, totally. Um, they’ve developed so much. [MT: Mhm] Um, I remember before I 
left, there was really no high rises, there’s no, um like, what is it like, uh you know those 
observation deck? [MT: Mhm] So like now they have two. [MT: Oh yeah] And I think they 
have one of that what is that Landmark 81, I think it’s like number 8 or 9 like tallest building like 
[MT: Oh yeah] in the World. Yeah, so it’s changed so much and it’s it’s gotten so crowded. 
[MT: Mhm] It’s it’s crazy, [MT: Mhm] but it’s fun. [MT: Mhm] It’s really fun. 

MT: That’s good. So what do you normally do when you go back? 
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AO: Um, normally we would do of course, food hunting, [MT: Mhm] like we would try all the 
food and then um, we would try to go take photos cause there’s a lot of places over there that 
[MT: Mhm] has a lot of like Instagrammable places. [MT: Mhm] Yeah, it’s really fun. 

MT: Um, so, uh what do you miss most about Vietnam? 

AO: Vietnam? It’s like I—I miss a lot of their food [MT: Mhm] um let’s say people usually like 
to eat late night [MT: Mhm] so, whenever you’re craving something at night, you can just step 
out and like the food is there. [MT: Mhm] You know. So but like for over here, people close at 
ten, [MT: Mhm] so if you’re hungry if you’re craving something you gotta wait [MT: Mhm] 
until tomorrow or make it yourself. So that’s what I miss most, it’s the late night food. 

MT: I see, [MT: Mhm] um [to TH: so do you have any questions about [TH: umm]…for in 
Vietnam and Instagram? 

TH: Um how about the boat people? 

MT: Oh yeah right right. Um so you said that you were involved with Boat People SOS, can you 
describe like how you got involved with them? 

AO: Yeah so um my dad actually used to go there for…cause Boat People SOS is a service or 
it’s a community where they help like the the Vietnamese community where people just came 
over and they don’t know anything. [MT: Mhm] So, my dad used to go there [MT: Mhm] to 
learn his English, so then he said hey I’ve seen people volunteering here and um you know 
during summer you don’t really have anything to do so why don’t you just come volunteer. And 
so, um that was back in high school so I’m like okay yeah. So I got involved with them and I was 
with them for a while where I was helping you know like the elderly learn how to use computer 
[MT: Mhm] and learn and help them learn English [MT: Mmm] or for the people that’s taking 
their citizenship exam. [MT: Mhm] So I would you know like help them with that too. 

MT: I see. [AO: Mhm] Um, so uh what kind of activities did your you did your father do for 
them? 

AO: Um well he was there to learn English [MT: Ah I see I see] and like learn the citizenship or 
the exam. 

MT: I see, so from your experience there, what kind of problems do you see like like the 
Vietnamese community struggle with? 

AO: Um, I feel like they, how do I say this, they’re um whenever you show them something, um 
I guess it’s cause like the the Vietnamese community like the older generation they’re not 
exposed to um like computer [MT: Mhm] or like some of them haven’t even finished school, 
[MT: Mhm] so I feel like that’s what they’re struggling with it’s like they’re um it’s hard for 
them to learn something [MT: Mhm] when they haven’t really been exposed to it [MT: I see I 
see] yeah mhm. 

MT: I see, um so were there any like particular stories that you remember from working with 
Boat People SOS? 
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AO: Yeah um, well I remember working with them, there’s the I remember a lot of there was a 
lot of elderly [MT: Mhm] that actually went in and actually tried to learn you know. [MT: 
Mhm] So um it was very like rewarding seeing that they’re trying to learn. Usually after 
especially for the citizenship exam [MT: Mhm] and a lot of them passed so it kind of makes you 
really happy that that you helped at least [MT: Mhm] you know. Yeah. 

MT: Uh do you still go over to Boat People SOS or keep up with many of the people from over 
there? 

AO: I keep up with some of the volunteer that I used to work with before [MT: Mhm] as much 
as I want to go back, I don’t really have time to you know do all that. [MT: Mmm] But I do wish 
to come back you know like in the future if I do have the time to. 

MT: Mmm that’s good. Do you still like how involve yourself with the community—the 
Vietnamese um community here? 

AO: I’m sorry? 

MT: Do you still involve yourself with the Vietnamese community here um besides from Boat 
People SOS? 

AO: Um I mean beside I mean I still do [MT: Mhm] um so for usually we have like the 
Vietnamese um like festival or like the night market at um usually they have it at Hong Kong 
[inaudible] [MT: Mhm] so I would be out there you know like taking photos or like helping um 
like those small vendors [MT: Mhm] like promote. 

MT: Ah I see I see I see. [AO: Mhm] Um do you go to uh any of the chur—temples here? 

AO: Mhm, yeah. I go to the one um there’s one right here Tien—Tien Hau Temple? I’m not sure 
if you guys heard of that. [TH & MT: no] [laughs] Yeah I do go to that one a lot. [MT: Ah I 
see] Cause my dad’s ashes is there. [MT: Ahh I see I see] Mhm yeah, so I go there a lot. 

MT: I see. Um so um for you—do you personally identify as like how do you identify yourself? 

AO: I would say um very outgoing. [MT: Mhm] Um I can be a bit shy if you first met me and 
I’m I get what is it like nervous whenever I speak in front of a very large crowd of people [MT: 
Mhm] but um recently I’ve I’m trying to get out of my comfort zone [MT: Mhm] and just try to 
speak in front of people cause you can’t hide forever [MT: Mhm] you know? 

MT: I see, um so what kind of like personas do you also see yourself as, like Vietnamese-
American, traveler, woman. [AO: Umm] In that you feel like what words like embody you? 

AO: Um I’m very like curious. [MT: Mhm] Yeah um so that I guess that’s kind of a part of why 
I travel [MT: Mhm] cause I like to see like things from like a different perspective. [MT: Mmm 
I see] Where I wanna go somewhere and not—I don’t like going to like the tourist area, I wanna 
do what the locals [MT: Mhm] would do. Yeah. 

MT: I see, um and uh as you’re as you’re like an American now, um when when did you first 
feel like American? 
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AO: Hm, I think when I start high school. So when I start high school, um the reason I why I felt 
that way was because we moved to Montgomery [MT: Mhm] or Conroe. It’s two hours away 
from here [MT: Mhm] and there’s no Asian people up there [MT: Mhm] so I literally went to 
school with all white people. Um so I had to be you know I had to adapt to that [MT: Mhm] 
environment so I guess ever since then that’s when I feel like I’m more American [MT: Mmm] 
instead of you know like surround myself with the Asian community. 

MT: Oh so when did you move from Conroe to Houston? 

AO: Um after high school, cause I had to move back for school [MT: Ah I see] for college. 

MT: I see I see. 

TH: So how did you like adapt? In Conroe? 

AO: Um actually it was really hard cause um a lot of the um I guess like the American people, 
[MT: Mhm] they’re not used to our culture. So whenever they like they’re they’re kind of like 
look at look at you kind of weird you know. [MT: Mhm] They’re like oh okay like why are you 
here?! Like [laughs] cause we there’s really no like there’s no Asian up there [MT: Mhm] so. 
But um as far as you know adapting, um thank God I was I hung out with you know a few people 
there that actually like a bit more open-minded to hanging out with like another race. So um with 
that, you know I guess I—I what I feel like if you’re with a a clique or like a group, then it’s a lot 
better than you being like by yourself [MT: Mmm I see] yeah. 

MT: So did you find it easy to like find a group to fit in with? 

AO: Um at first it was kind of hard, but as, you know, time goes by, um I feel like it’s a lot 
easier. 

MT: That’s good.  

AO: Mhm. 

MT: That’s good. Um, so what makes you feel like the most Vietnamese or the [AO: Umm] 
most American? 

AO: Like what, I’m sorry? 

MT: Like what instances or what, yeah, what instances make you feel the most Vietnamese or 
most American? 

AO: Well, I would say now whenever I go home [MT: Mhm] like at home, um I feel like I 
prefer my household to be a bit more [MT: Mhm] Asian than American. But like whenever I 
step out like going to work, that’s when I feel more American because I have to adapt to 
whatever that environment is. [MT: Mhm] Mhm. 

MT: I see [to TH: Did you have any more questions?] 

TH: Um, just like the last one, okay what do you feel like is your biggest accomplishment so far, 
or like what’s your greatest ambition or venture? 
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AO: Um my biggest accomplishment would be um I purchased a home [MT: Mhm] recently as 
um like you know like at 24. You know it--it’s not easy [MT: Mhm] to buy a house. So I would 
say that’s my biggest accomplishment. And then I guess for the future um hopefully I would be 
able to invest in something by myself, instead of you know which is my family. And investing 
something in Vietnam where later on whenever I go back, I have you know I’m like I can 
proudly say hey that—that’s mine [MT: Mhm] I did it myself and it’s growing. [MT: Mhm] 
Yeah. 

MT: That’s a good thing. Well, [to TH: Do you have any?] ok so well um I don’t really have any 
more questions as well. So thank you for your time Angel [laughs]. 

AO: Of course. 

[interview ends] 
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